It is a straightforward result of electromagnetism that N dipole oscillators radiate more strongly when they are synchronized, and that the overall emitted intensity scales with N 2 . In his seminal work [1], Dicke found that such an enhanced radiative property is emergent in a system of N excited two-level systems when correlations are imposed among the radiators during decay. He named it "superradiance", and its spatial extension is the "superfluorescence" [2] . First demonstrated in a gas [3] and later in condensed matter systems [4] , its potential is currently investigated in the fields of ultranarrow laser development for fundamental tests in physics [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , and for the development of devices enabling entangled multi-photon quantum light sources
Introduction.-The paradigm effect for collective behaviour in quantum optics is superradiance (SR), extensively studied both theoretically and experimentally starting from its prediction by Dicke in 1954 . Following initial excitation of a system of N independent atoms, a strong radiative coupling is established among them through the 'Dicke ladder' scheme [1] , triggering the formation of a macroscopic dipole with strength proportional to N within a volume V λ 3 , where λ is the field wavelength. Signatures of this quantum effect are then to be searched in the natural N -squared scaling of the emission intensity by an array of phase-locked identical dipoles N or in the emission temporal dynamics, featuring sech-squared shape, intense coherent photon pulses. A most prominent demonstration, which has so far been missing, lies also in the transition from a multiline emission spectrum to a single, ultranarrow transition peak. An extension of the SR concept is superfluorescence (SF) [2, 12, 13] , whereby the atomic coherence takes place in much larger volumes (V λ 3 ), thus implying the possibility to experimentally accomplish proportionally larger atom number N . Such an enhanced radiative property is fairly hard to observe in condensed matter compared to atomic and molecular gases (see Ref. [14] and references therein) due to stringent requirements for the emitters, regarding their close identity, decoupling from the environment and density. In terms of spectroscopic properties of the material these requests translate to: small inhomogeneous line-broadening, small atomic dephasing rate, and large enough inversion density. In the optical regime strong light-matter coupling via SF has been recently accomplished in nanostructured materials [10, [14] [15] [16] [17] , involving small atom number (up to 100) and short collective state lifetime (∼ ps).
Our work pushes into a new regime, demonstrating spontaneous formation of a macroscopic dipole composed of the remarkable number of atoms N 4 × 10 12 in erbium-doped yttrium orthosilicate (Er:YSO, Er 3+ :Y 2 SiO 5 ). This optical material exhibits the narrowest homogeneous linewidths and long coherence lifetimes [18] , widely investigated for spectral hole burning applications [19, 20] , cavity QED [21, 22] , and the reversible, coherent conversion of microwave photons into the optical telecom C band around 1.54 µm [23] . Prior to our work, superfluorescence from bulk crystals has been demonstrated for O − 2 centres in an alkali halide crystal [4, 24] , even though the reported pulsed emission is clearly a superposition of pulses generated by small subsystems of correlated molecules [25] . A further interesting aspect of our giant dipole is its lifetime, exceeding several orders of magnitude previously reported macroscopic coherence times. Spontaneous coherence has in fact a characteristic induction time in superfluorescence [24] , typically comparable with (10 − 100 ) times the characteristic SF emission rate, and we can infer a lifetime 1 µs from the recorded 50 ns-duration coherent pulses. A physical system that exhibits superradiance is in principle capable to superabsorb photons [26] , even though under normal conditions the coherent atomic ensemble is prone to radiate rather to absorb. To alter this tendency, a ring-like dipole arrangement, inspired to natural photosynthetic complexes, has been proposed in the framework of quantum nanotechnology, and through analytical and numerical calculations its potential for observation of the searched effect has been demonstrated [26, 27] , even though yet experimentally elusive. Because of its long lifetime and high atom number, the macrocoherent transient state demonstrated in this work could actively be probed with an intense laser field, with a non vanishing probability of superabsorption to an excited state.
Beyond being interesting by its very nature and its potential applicability to energy harvesting, a superabsorber is sensitive to low microwave and light levels, a desirable feature in the context of quantum sensors development for future scientific instruments [26, 27] . Furthermore, the possibility to investigate superabsorption would substantiate a revolutionary elusive particle detection method, whereby a N-enhancement factor of rare events interaction rates might be accomplished in recently proposed upconversion schemes [28, 29] . A clear evidence of the formation of a macroscopic dipole in our physical system is the observation of pulsed superradiant emission above a well defined threshold value of inversion population density. When this condition is satisfied, we record a bright forward field whose emission spectrum displays spectral filtering, e.g. the natural multiline emission spectrum collapses to highest branching ratio transition at λ = 1.545 µm ( Fig. 1 (d)) . A high quality gaussian beam emerges from knife-edge measurements in Fig. 1 clearly distinguishing emission supported by off-axial modes from diffraction of each mode propagating close to the cylinder axis [13, 31, 32] . The Fresnel factor F = πω 2 0 /Lλ is the key parameter to set the conditions to enter such regimes giving a F-lobes pattern for F > 1 and a single, wide-area lobe when F < 1 [12] . In the present configuration F ∼ 9, with emission intensity mainly concentrated within a single lobe as wide as θ D .
Observation of superfluorescent pulses.-
The described beam propagation study allows for proper optical coupling of the SF beam profile to small-area, ultrafast photodiodes to investigate the dynamics. In the following we demonstrate that the pencil-shaped sample geometry determines not only the strong directionality of the SF light beam, but influences the temporal dynamics of the corresponding photon bunches. In fact, it mitigates the characteristic SF emission time τ R through the geometrical factor µ = 3Ω 0 /(8π), proportional to the diffraction solid angle
whereτ = τ 0 β is the inverse rate of the transition at 1545 nm wavelength ( Fig. 1 (c) ), and β = 2.36 is estimated by the spectra recorded below SF threshold ( Fig. 1 (d) ).
The SF full dynamics is enclosed in the hyperbolic secant shape of the emitted intensity 
where R p is the pulse amplitude at t = t 0 , proportional to N 2 as expected for SR. Eq. 2 is a functional form indicative of an underlying process whose dynamics can be described in analogy to a classical pendulum initially at an unstable equilibrium point (represented by a vector pointing north in the Bloch sphere) and ending up to the ground state (south pointing vector) [1, 16] .
We predict that, when the single pass gain αL of the inverted medium is high, eq. 2 is modified to
having conveniently introduced the parameterN = N (1 + αL) = N + N 0 = 4τ R R p . As one photon in the bunch corresponds to one atom participating to the coherent process,N represents the number of experimentally observed photons, in excess of those truly emitted by the macroscopic dipole owing to the medium gain. Figure 2 (a) shows three representative photon bunches, selected from several hundreds that have been analysed to prepare the main plots. All the recorded pulses are well-fitted by a pure sech-squared temporal profile, as confirmed by the linear regression fit in Fig. 2 (c) . The τ R versus peak photon rate R p = Fig. 2 (b) are very well fitted by the expression
consistent with the 1/ R p trend that one expects for superradiance [2, 12] , along with a correction term related to the gain. The characteristic superlinear scaling is shown in the R p versus atom numberN plot, withN is obtained by integration of the light pulses area.
It is important to note that, owing to the parametrisation we introduced to account for the medium gain, the recorded data are very well fitted by functional forms including two physical parameters, namely the emission gain N 0 and the geometrical factor µ. Using an absolute calibration, we can estimate µ directly by the fitting procedure as (2.4±0.1)×10 −6 , a value that favourably compare with that calculated by its definition µ = The most intense pulses in Fig. 2 (d) definitely demonstrate macro-coherence involving more than 4×10 12 atoms.
SF Emission average intensity.
According to τ R T * 2 , the observed (4-52) ns-duration τ R values reflect a SF transition linewidth much narrower than 10 MHz. Incidentally, this latter value is comparable with the linewidth of our pump laser, reflecting to some extent the excited ions distribution width.
By laser fluence absorption measurements we estimate a steady-state inverted atom number
15 in the 4 I 13/2 level, and it can reasonably be assumed that each SF photon bunch, arising from a subsystem of ∼ 10 12 ions as demonstrated by the plots in Fig. 2 (c) , does not significantly alter the excited level population density. In addition, the pulses repetition rate is ∼ 100 kHz, it is then possible in our physical system to report the SF intensity averaged over several thousands of independent pulses as a function of N 1 .
As shown in Fig. 3 (a) , a sharp inhomogeneous absorption line of 600 MHz is observed on the transition between the lowest Stark levels of the 4 I 15/2 and 4 I 9/2 manifolds. Both the narrow linewidth and the large oscillator strength endow the Er:YSO crystal with a absorption coefficient of 14.1 cm −1 at resonance, and we use a 370 mT magnetic field to mitigate the pump laser absorption and in turn establish a quasi-uniform inverted population density. Emission is thus investigated for two values of pump laser wavelength, centred and slightly off-resonance as indicated by the blue and red dots in Fig. 3 (a) . In Fig. 3 (b) the forward SF beam average power is directly measured with a Germanium power sensor, while in the horizontal axis we report the corresponding inverted atom number. The latter is estimated from the fluorescence spectra acquired at a InGaAs CCD-based spectrometer, collecting photons emitted orthogonally to the laser propagation direction.
At low laser pump power the inverted population density linearly depends on the measured absorbed laser power, enabling a calibration procedure (see the Methods section) that provides the absolute value of inverted atoms throughout the whole excitation range as shown in Fig. 3 (c) . It is worth noticing that, for increasing values of inverted population, the same phenomenon of spectral filtering reported previously in the forward direction is observed in the spectra of the orthogonal emission, indicating transverse SF photon bunching (see Methods). The temporal dynamics of these off-axis photon bunches satisfies eq. 3 and 4, even though with a larger characteristic τ R compared to the forward pulses due to the smaller initial atom number N . In Fig. 3 (d) we report the ratio of these coherent pulses average intensity (a single line in the spectrum) with the fluorescence incoherent emission (7+1 lines in the spectrum), having subtracted from the first the component due to the scattered SF forward intensity. We observe that the intensity of the forward emission is proportional to Fig. 3 (b) ), where N 10 is the SF threshold atom number. Deviation from the predicted N 2 -dependence at higher pumping levels is fully ascribed to off-axis, omnidirectional superfluorescence, as confirmed by the plot in Fig. 3 (d) . An increasing fraction of the atomic sample is involved in this transverse cooperative emission to such an extent that the forward emission trend gets inverted (Fig. 3 (b) ) in both the data series obtained for two different population inversion profiles. This is a new aspect, previously not reported in experiments performed in the pencil-shaped sample geometry [4, 33, 34] , of importance for the present work aims.
We indirectly analyse the efficiency of the cooperative emission process by reporting the inverted population vs absorbed photons as shown in Fig. 3 (c) . As the 4 I 9/2 and 4 I 11/2 levels quickly relax via efficient multiphonon relaxation to the 4 I 13/2 , its level population number N 1 can be thoroughly described by a single, steady-state rate equation:
in which the b coefficient quantifies the level depletion by the cooperative process, and N 10 is the SF threshold inferred from the plot in Fig. 3 (b) . The solution of eq. 5 predicts a linear dependence of the inverted population vs absorbed photons when N 1 is below the SF threshold N 10 , and a marked √ Φ abs -trend otherwise. As long as the off-axis emission is not relevant, data reported in Fig. 3 [31, 37] .
The peak photon rate R p is demonstrated to scale quadratically with atom number and the light pulses width follows the predicted 1/ R p trend, as long as the high gain of the inverted medium is taken into account.
Superradiant pulses being emitted a million times faster than the incoherent spontaneous emission time have been reported, demonstrating self-driven atom dynamics with no cavity mediation nor interaction engineering to further complicate the description and limit the number of involved dipoles. The key N -squared scaling of the emission, which distinguishes SF from simple laser emission (ASE), is also found when we integrate the energy of thousands forward photon bunches. Interestingly, we have registered SF pulses orthogonally to the cylinder axis atomic sample, indicating adequate optical thickness for SF also in the transverse direction for our highest pumping levels (∼ 0.3 W/cm 2 ). Thus far, omnidirectional emission had only been reported in a Rb vapor sample, even though as a result of four-wave mixing [38] .
A quantitative approach to SF has been developed, based on a single, simple rate equation at the steady state for the fluorescent level 4 I 13/2 , which includes a superfluorescence-related term weighing both the pulses rate and their amplitude. Still, in the framework of ultranarrow laser development, it has been underlined how pulsed emission is not an intrinsic property of superradiance, and that operation in a continuous manner, with pump lasers applied to return the atoms to the excited state, is a viable solution to reach the mHz linewidth laser [5] [6] [7] . The results of our SF beam propagation study finally comply with the diffraction-based theoretical description given long ago by Gross and Haroche [12] about superfluorescence by an extended sample of atoms. This study is of importance for the design of a resonant repumping cavity. Calibration procedure An estimate of the inverted atom is obtained as follows. The integrated spectral intensity of the isotropic spontaneous emission (seven blue lines selected from the full spectrum reported in Fig. 3 (d) ) is converted to inverted atoms number by imposing a linear dependence with slope τ 0 to the data recorded at low pumping levels (up to absorbed photon rate 10 17 s −1 in Fig. 3 (c) )
Transverse photon bunches The temporal dynamics of the transverse photon bunches has been investigated with a fast photodiode with no input coupling optics. Inset of Fig. 5 shows three time-shifted representative photon bunches. The recorded transverse pulses are well-fitted by the same pure sech-squared temporal profile used for the forward bunches. The authors declare that they have no competing interests.
